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Why are neutrinos so interesting ?

� Cosmology;
They played an important role during the Big Bang, they could explain the asymmetry among 
matter and anti-matter, they are the most abundant particles in the universe

� Astrophysics:
They are ruling the life and death of stars

� Particle Physics:
They are a window on physics beyond the Standard Model of particle physics: presently they 
represent the only experimental hint in that direction

Many properties of neutrinos were totally unexpected coming out as experimental results:

The history of neutrino physics is a real saga with an extraordinary richness of 
experimental techniques involved

There are still a lot of  open questions in neutrino physics  … 



Radioactivity: β- decay

Early 1900s: people thought they were dealing with a 
two body decay process:

� The energy spectrum of the electrons should be monochromatic:

First measurements of beta spectrum: 
1911 Lise Meitner and Otto Hahn,  1914 Ellis and Chadwick

The birth of the neutrino as a « desperate remedy » to solve apparent 
energy non-conservation in β decays (W. Pauli 1930)

The beta spectrum is continuous

Meitner: electrons reinteract in 
the nuclei emitting gamma rays �
but no gamma rays detected

Bohr: energy is not conserved in
Beta decay !!!



1930: W. Pauli makes the hypothesis of an undetectable particle sharing 
the energy of beta decay with the emitted electron.

Additional problem: the model of the nucleus (made of protons+electrons) and the 
spin of nuclei (Li and N) measured to be integer

Li nucleus: 6 protons + 3 electrons = 9 fermions
N nucleus: 14 protons + 7 electrons = 21 fermions



From Pauli's letter of the 4th of December 1930

Dear Radioactive Ladies and Gentlemen, 

As the bearer of these lines, to whom I graciously ask you to listen, will explain to you in more 
detail, how because of the "wrong" statistics of the N and Li6 nuclei and the continuous beta 
spectrum, I have hit upon a desperate remedy to save the "exchange theorem" of statistics 
and the law of conservation of energy. Namely, the possibility that there could exist in the 
nuclei electrically neutral particles, that I wish to call neutrons, which have spin 1/2 and obey 
the exclusion principle and which further differ from light quanta in that they do not travel 
with the velocity of light. The mass of the neutrons should be of the same order of magnitude 
as the electron mass and in any event not larger than 0.01 proton masses. The continuous beta 
spectrum would then become understandable by the assumption that in beta decay a neutron 
is emitted in addition to the electron such that the sum of the energies of the neutron and 
the electron is constant...  I agree that my remedy could seem incredible because one should 
have seen these neutrons much earlier if they really exist. But only the one who dare can win 
and the difficult situation, due to the continuous structure of the beta spectrum, is lighted by 
a remark of my honoured predecessor, Mr Debye, who told me recently in Bruxelles: "Oh, It's 
well better not to think about this at all, like new taxes". From now on, every solution to the 
issue must be discussed. Thus, dear radioactive people, look and judge. Unfortunately, I 
cannot appear in Tubingen personally since I am indispensable here in Zurich because of a ball 
on the night of 6/7 December. With my best regards to you, and also to Mr Back. 
Your humble servant, 

W. Pauli Today I have done something which no theoretical 
physicist should ever do in his life: I have predicted 
something which shall never be detected 
experimentally 



1932 The neutron (as we know it today) was discovered, by J. Chadwick,
two years after Pauli's proposal

- Solves nuclear spin problem: A= Z(protons)+N(neutrons)
But the mass of the neutron is similar to the proton mass 
� cannot be the Paulis's particle

In 1934, at a seminar Fermi was asked 
whether the neutral particle emitted in the 
nuclear beta-decay was the same as 
Chadwick's neutron. 

Fermi clarified that he was talking about a 
different particle which he referred to as 
neutrino ("little neutral one").

Pauli thought his proposal of the "neutron" 
was too speculative, he did not publish it in a 
scientific journal until 1934, by which time 
Fermi had already developed his theory of 
beta decay incorporating the neutrino. 

Fermi 4-fermion contact interaction, 
Lagrangian of interaction (in analogy with 
electrodynamics):

GF = Fermi coupling constant = 
(1.16637±0.000001) 10-5 GeV-2



1946 Pontecorvo proposes the following reaction for neutrino detection

Inverse beta decay process as a tool for neutrino detection:

Neutrinos from decays of nuclear fission
Products �



« El Monstro »
Reines and Cowan 1951-1952
Approved after discussing with Fermi 
and Bethe who were convinced that
this was the most promising
(anti)neutrino source

� Intense
� Short flash (less environmental

background)

but then abandoned in favour of the 
detection at a nuclear reactor:Free falling (2s) in 

vacuum liquid 
scintillator detector 
(1 m3)

How to detect neutrinos: producing them in a nuclear explosion

Bomb: flux ~10E4 times larger 
than with a reactor

Background from neutrons and 
gammas similar to reactor

� But a new idea on how to 
reduce the background and  
detect neutrinos over a long 
time scale with the low reactor 
flux

20 kton
bomb



1956 (anti)neutrino detection at the Savannah 
River reactor

flux ~10E13 neutrino / (cm2 s)

the idea: detect also the delayed neutron capture 
signal after the positron �

Detector 12 m underground 
and 11 m from reactor
~3 neutrinos detected/hour

We are happy to inform you (Pauli) that we have 
definitely  detected the neutrino



Neutrino sources:

Sun:
65 billions/s/cm2
on the earth surface
~ MeV

Nuclear reactors:
1 GW � 2E20 anti-nue/s
~ few MeV

Supernova 
explosion
99% of collapse 
energy in neutrinos
10-30 MeV

SN1987A

Earth radioactivity
U, Th, K
�Geoneutrinos
4E6 /(cm2 s)
~ MeV

Big Bang
Relic neutrinos
330/cm3
1.95 K

Cosmic rays
~ GeV
~ 1 / (cm2 minute)

Human Body
20 mg of K 40
340 millions/day

Extragalactic:
Active galactic nuclei
Gamma ray bursts
PeVParticle accelerators

~few GeV





Standard Model of Elementary particles

1989 LEP results: 
only 3 neutrinos coupled to the Z0

( Mυ < MZ/2 )

Modern description of the
Beta decay

Why 3 families ?
Why so different masses ?

In SM massless neutrinos:
Neutrino: helicity -1   (+1 not existing)
Antineutrino:         +1  (-1 not existing)



How can we detect different neutrinos:   Charged Current reactions

ννννe

e-

d quark u quark

W+

ννννµµµµ

µµµµ-

d quark u quark

W+

ννννττττ

ττττ-

d quark u quark

W+

Electron mass= 0.511 MeV

Muon mass= 105.6 MeV
Reaction threshold = 112 MeV

Tau mass= 1777 MeV
Reaction threshold = 3.46 GeV



ννννx

quark quark

Z0

ννννx

Neutral current reactions (Z exchange), do not distinguish neutrinos, no threshold

Elastic scattering neutrino-electron

Discovery of neutral currents 1973 (10 years before the discovery of the Z)

Bubble chamber experiment Gargamelle



1962 Discovery of the muonic 
neutrino with the first neutrino 
beam produced with an accelerator 
(pion decays)

Nobel 1988

The two neutrinos experiment:

Muonic neutrino different than 
electronic neutrino

� Conservation of leptonic number



Protons

Target

Magnetic lenses

Decay tunnel

Shielding

ππππ, K ππππ+ -> µµµµ+ ννννµµµµ
K + -> µµµµ+ ννννµµµµ

ννννµµµµ

Horns: sign selection, 
focalization: flux x10

I = O(100 KA)

Contaminations:
ννννµµµµ (wrong sign parents) O(5%)
ννννe (Ke3 decays, µ decays) O(1%)
ννννττττ (Ds decays)                   O(10-6)

Note that the π/K abundances and 
spectra at the target are not easy to 
predict: to reduce systematics perform 
ad hoc hadron-production experiments 
(Spy, Harp etc …)

Typical high energy Wide Band neutrino beam



Solar Neutrinos

Sun birth for the gravitational collapse of a primordial gas cloud (∼75%H2, ∼25%He)
� Increase of density and temperature in the core � nuclear fusion reactions

� Idrostatic equilibrium between pressure from fusion reactions and 
gravitational attraction

Final result of chain of fusion reactions:      4p →He4 + 2e++ 2νe

Average energy emitted under the form of electromagnetic radiation:

Solar luminosity:  

Rate of neutrino emission: 

Flux of neutrinos on earth: 

2.2% of the total



First detection of solar neutrinos 1968: Homestake mine experiment R. Davis
Depth equivalent to 4100 m of water

Tank with 390 m3 of C2Cl4
37Cl ~24% of natural Cl

E(neutrino)> 0.814 MeV

~1.5 Ar atoms/day produced by solar neutrinos
Extracted every 3 months with a flux of N

Final state 37Cl excited emitting Augier electrons e/o x rays

Results compared to the neutrino flux predicted by 
the Standard Solar Model (J. Bahcall)

� 1/3 of expected rate
Solar neutrinos deficit



More seriously debated for long … long time:

The trivial ones:

� The Homestake experiment which is quite delicate has a bias in the neutrino 
detection

� The Standard Solar Model is not correct

Interpretations:

The fascinating one:
Pontecorvo: the Davis experiment and the SSM are both
correct it is new physics: neutrinos change their nature 
during their trip to the earth

� Neutrino oscillations
Electronic neutrinos from the sun become muonic neutrinos
The energy of the muonic neutrinos is too low for the 
charged current reaction � neutrino disappearance
But neutrinos must be massive particles



Pontecorvo was 
predictive:
It took 30 years for the 
demonstration !



Neutrino mixing (Pontecorvo 1958; Maki, Nakagawa, Sakata 1962):

3 neutrinos framework, neutrinos are massive particles and they mix 
similarly to quarks; the flavour eigenstates νe, νµ, ντ are not mass 
eigenstates but linear superpositions of the mass eigenstates ν1, ν2, ν3

with eigenvalues m1, m2, m3:

∑=
i

iiU νν αα
α = e, µ, τ (flavor index)

i = 1, 2, 3   (mass index )

Uααααi= unitary mixing matrix

Neutrino oscillations

Today favorite parametrization of U: in terms of 3 mixing angles θ12 θ23 θ13 and 
one Dirac-like CP phase δ (two extra phases in case of Majorana neutrinos):

Solar νννν oscillationsAtmospheric νννν oscillations



Considering the time evolution of a flavour eigentstate νννναααα produced 
at t = 0:
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If νννν =ν=ν=ν=ναααα at (t = 0):

Projecting νννν(t) on the flavor basis one can obtain the probability of 
finding other flavours:

Simplified case: two neutrinos mixing

Only one mixing angle θθθθ is needed



Oscillatory behaviour of Pαβαβαβαβ with time ruled by two parameters:

θθθθ is related to the amplitude of the oscillation
∆∆∆∆m2 is related to the wavelength

Probability of detecting ννννββββ at the instant t if νννν(0000) = νννναααα:
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∆∆∆∆m2 [eV2]
L=ct [km] (distance among the neutrino source and the detector) 
E [GeV] (neutrino energy) 

For m<<p, and assuming 
propagation in vacuum:
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Given ∆∆∆∆m2 the experimental quantity for the study of neutrino oscillations is 
the ratio L/E [km/GeV]: first oscillation maximum at L/E ~ 1.24 / ∆∆∆∆m2

Oscillation wavelength



L/E (Km/GeV)

sin2(2θθθθ)

∆∆∆∆m2222
1 1 1 1 ====0.12 eV2

The baseline is related to the L/E ratio of the experimental setup:

Short Baseline experiments: sensistive to large ∆∆∆∆m2222 (> 1 eV2)

Long Baseline experiments: sensitive at least to ∆∆∆∆m2222 of interest for the 
atmospheric neutrino anomaly (<10-2 eV2), L/E > 100 Km/GeV

Reactors: L>0.3 Km, E~3 MeV
Accelerators: L>100 Km, E~1 GeV 

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

∆∆∆∆m2222
2222 ====0.05 eV2∆∆∆∆m2222

1111 > ∆∆∆∆m2222
2222

For very large ∆∆∆∆m2222 the oscillations become very fast and average over the 
dimensions of the source and of the detector:

<sin2(1.267 ∆m2 L/E)> = 1/2       P=(1/2) sin2(2θ)

0

Pαβ



Water Cerenkov experiment (Kamiokande 1987-1994)

Particle detection by emission of Cerenkov light in 
water (680 tons)  � (electrons, muons)

Built for proton decay search
Neutrinos produced by cosmic rays in the atmosphere
are a background for cosmic rays
� Studying this background people realize that it is

different than expectations

� Can look at solar neutrinos (high threshold > 5 MeV)
by elastic scattering on electrons (emitted electron at
5 MeV stops in ~2 cm in water)
� Deficit of solar neutrinos ~50%



Atmospheric neutrinos anomaly

Unclear situation among different experiments
Interpretation in terms of neutrino oscillations (both νµ � νe and νµ� ντ) with
∆m2~10-2 eV2

Some hints of dependence on the zenith angle



20% uncertainty
1% uncertainty

Gallex (1991-2002): radiochemical experiment with Gallium looking at low energy
neutrinos (>0.233 MeV) from pp cycle

� Confirms the deficit but:
Data/SSM = 0.56

In parallel many checks are performed also on the Standard Solar Model



The 3 experiments give different results (in particular Homestake) even 
considering neutrino oscillations as an explanation

Is there an energy dependence of the solar neutrino deficit?

A more complex mechanism MSW which includes in the oscillations mechanism 
resonant effects of neutrino interactions with matter can explain the 3 results 



Neutrino oscillation searches at the beginning of 90s
(long time ago in neutrino physics, not so much in everydays life …)

The long standing (since 1968) problem of the solar neutrino deficit opened by 
the Homestake measurements (+ Kamiokande since 1986) 
In 1992 first Gallex results confirm the deficit also for neutrinos from the pp 
cycle

Atmospheric neutrino anomaly still quite weak

The controlled observation of neutrino oscillations with an accelerator neutrino 
beam would have been a great discovery, where to search ?

Prejudice towards small mixing angles and large ∆∆∆∆m2222

�Take the MSW solution of the solar neutrino deficit: ∆m2
µµµµe~10-5 eV2 

�Assume a strong hierarchy: mννννe << mνµ νµ νµ νµ << mννννττττ →→→→ mνµνµνµνµ ~ 3x10-3 eV

�Assume the See-Saw mechanism: m(νi)=m2(fi)/M
M=very large Majorana mass m(fi)= e.g. quark masses

Then: mντντντντ ~ 30 eV (Cosmological relevance)

U.S. new president in 1993



Dark matter 

Rotational velocity curves
of galaxies (Hydrogen, doppler effect) 

m

v

R

M

« ν are an important component of the dark matter » ~ a few 10 eV
Harari PLB 1989

Coma cluster of galaxies, application of the virial theorem 
by F. Zwicky (1933) 
velocity dispersion, geometric size →→→→ total mass (x400 
luminous mass)

2

2

RR

v GMm
m =

R
v

GM=

v constant

Could it be due to the BIG BANG relic neutrinos ?
112 νννν/ cm3 per flavour

eV 52≈∑ imif then ΩΩΩΩν ν ν ν = 1111

1992 first measurements from the COBE satellite ΩΩΩΩ ~ 1111
J. Ellis PLB 292 1992 ΩΩΩΩHDM = 0.3, ΩΩΩΩCDM = 0.7

Recent cosmological results: eVmv 26.0<∑ 95% CL



NOMAD:
• Proposal 1991
• Detector 1995
• Data-taking 95-98 (1.35 M νµµµµ CC)

CHORUS:
Data-taking 1994-1997 (0.71 M νµµµµ CC)

sensitive down to:

Pµτµτµτµτ~ 1.5x10-4 (90% CL) (x10) improvement

<Eνννν>=24 GeV
<L>=600 m  

sensitive to: 
1 eV2 < ∆m2

Search for ννννττττ appearance from oscillations in the 
CERN wide band neutrino beam (WANF)

Pioneers of the technique also for long baseline 
experiments, important samples of neutrino 
interactions well measured

With mντντντντ ~ 30 eV cosmological neutrinos important component of dark 
matter ∆m2

µµµµττττ O(100 eV2) 

Look for ννννµµµµ →→→→ ννννττττ with  short baseline experiments at accelerators, high 
energy beam

CERN ννννττττ appearance experiments:



Use of kinematics to extract a νττττ signal:
(First proposed by Albrigth and Shrock P.L.B. 1979)

νe CC

νττττ CC νe CC

νττττ CC

NOMAD: fully reconstruct 1.7 M neutrino interactions, with good 
resolution, at single particles level:  

Kinematics closure on the transverse plane

Find vττττ down to Pµτµτµτµτ~ 10-4 in a large 
background:
1.3 M νµνµνµνµ CC
0,4 M νµνµνµνµ NC
13 K ννννe CC

Exploit the small ννννe background:
ττττ->e channel: electron id

The φ- φ plot:

φφφφ(eh)

φφφφ(mh)

φφφφ(eh)

φφφφ(mh)



Nomad typical events: 

ννννµµµµ + N →→→→ µµµµ– + X

ννννe + N →→→→ e– + X

ννννe + N →→→→ e+ + X

µµµµ– track

Energy depositions 
in the ECAL



protons
800 800 800 800 Mev

target + dump

ππππ±

θθθθ

Shielding

νννν
Detector

Veto

proton-nucleus 
collisions

Ek=800 MeV     

70–90% ππππ+

~20%

Nuclear absorption

Decays At Rest (DAR) ~75%

Decays In Fligth
(DIF)  ~5%

ννννµ µ µ µ µµµµ+ DAR 100% ννννµµµµ e+ ννννe

30–10% ππππ– DIF few % ννννµ µ µ µ µµµµ–

capture≥90%
µµµµ– p →→→→ ννννµµµµ n

DAR ≤10%

ννννµµµµ e– ννννe

The only source 
of ννννe

The LSND experiment (1993-2001)

Stopping 800 MeV protons in a dump
Pions and muons decaying at rest

ννννe
ννννe

≤≤≤≤ 10–3

1/8

1/20
1/8

Goal: search for ννννµµµµ – ννννe oscillations



N( “beam-on”) – N( “beam-off”) = 117. 9 117. 9 117. 9 117. 9 ± 22.422.422.422.4 events
Background due to µµµµ- DAR  = 11119.5  9.5  9.5  9.5  ± 3.93.93.93.9
Background from ππππ- DIF + (ννννµµµµ + p →→→→ µµµµ+ + n) = 10.5  10.5  10.5  10.5  ± 4.64.64.64.6
Signalννννe = 88887. 9  7. 9  7. 9  7. 9  ± 22.4 22.4 22.4 22.4 ± 6.06.06.06.0 events

(stat.) (syst.)

Posc( ννννµµµµ – ννννe) = (0.264  0.264  0.264  0.264  ± 0.067 0.067 0.067 0.067 ± 0.0450.0450.0450.045) x 10101010−−−−2222

LSND result: evidence for ννννµµµµ – ννννeoscillations

Signal: Positrons with 20 < E < 200 MeV correlated in space and in time 
with the γγγγ rays of 2.2 MeV  expected from the neutron capture:

3.8 σ effect

LSND has not been confirmed by dedicated experiment MINIBOONE 
(2001-2008)

However some small anomalies are still floating around in this domain 
feeding speculations and additional experimental activity



The oscillation signal ννννµµµµ – ννννe in LSND complicates the global scenario:
with 3 neutrinos only two independent ∆∆∆∆m2222 are possible:
∆∆∆∆m12121212

2222 + ∆∆∆∆m23232323
2222 + ∆∆∆∆m31313131

2222 = 0 0 0 0 

� At least 4 neutrinos are needed to reconcile all the results, from LEP it is 

known that the number of active light neutrinos is 3, so the other neutrinos must 

be sterile

� Even under this assumption the global fit of oscillation signals is 

poor:oscillations involving sterile neutrinos are disfavoured for the Atmospheric 

and Solar neutrinos, more sophisticate mechanisms like CPT violation must be 

advocated

Oscillation signals:

� Solar: ∆∆∆∆m12121212
2222 ≈≈≈≈ 7777 x 10101010−−−−5555 eV2222

�Atmosperic:  ∆∆∆∆m23232323
2222 ≈≈≈≈ 2.52.52.52.5 x 10101010−−−−3333 eV2222

� LSND:          |∆∆∆∆m31313131
2222| = 0.20.20.20.2 — 2222 eV2222

| ∆∆∆∆m12121212
2222 + ∆∆∆∆m23232323

2 2 2 2 + ∆∆∆∆m31313131
2222 | = 0.20.20.20.2 — 2222 eV2222

∆m2
solar + ∆m2

atm ≠ ∆m2
LSND

(Soudan, Kamiokande,
MACRO, Super-K)

(Homestake, SAGE,
GALLEX, Super-K
SNO, KamLAND)



The Perkins plot (PLB 349 1995)
Interpretation of solar + atmospheric 
data in terms of just one ννννµµµµ->ννννe 

oscillation with ∆∆∆∆m2~10-2 eV2

Icarus SPSLC 96/58 P304 19/12/1996

Solar

The Acker-Pakvasa 3 flavours 
model hep-ph/9611423 included also 
LSND (∆∆∆∆m2~1 eV2) 

CERN
WANF beam

Jura

Atm.

Acc. +React.

Medium-baseline
L/E~1Km/GeV



Target: 5 ton liquid scintillator 
target with 0.09% Gadolinium

νe + p → e+ + n
n + Gd → γ rays (Etot 8.1 MeV)

17 ton liquid scint. without Gd
(containement of γγγγ rays)

90 ton liquid scint. cosmic rays veto

CHOOZ (the first long baseline experiment) 1997-1998

ννννe ���� ννννe (disappearance experiment at 
nuclear reactor)

Pth= 8.5 GWth, 1 detector at  L ~ 1 km, 
overburden equivalent to 300 m H2O, 
Reactor neutrino flux known at 2.7 %, 
L/E ~ 330 Km/GeV

EDF power plant in Ardennes: two 
reactors at 1115 and 998 m from 
the neutrino detector

Prompt annihilation 
signal (γγγγ rays)

n capture on Gd 
after 
thermalization 
~30µµµµs

Photomultipliers



Signal ~ 25 events/day, 
background (reactors off) 
~ 1.2 events/day

Energy spectrum of the 
positrons compared with the 
predicted one (no oscillations)

E(ννννe) = E(e+) + 1.8 MeV 

Integrated ratio =

1.01 1.01 1.01 1.01 ± 0.028 0.028 0.028 0.028 ± 0.0270.0270.0270.027

Ratio measured/expected

Positron energy (MeV)

CHOOZ did not observe a 

significative deficit of ννννe

NO « monumental » ννννe →→→→ ννννµµµµ
conversion

This result was published in 1998 before the Super-
Kamiokande results and excluded the atmospheric neutrino 

anomaly interpretation in terms of ννννµµµµ →→→→ ννννe oscillations

N(ννννe) ~ 2 10
20 s-1/ GWth



SuperKamiokande
1996- …. now



SK: Atmospheric neutrinos anomaly

intepretable in terms of ννννµ µ µ µ → ν→ ν→ ν→ νττττ
oscillations with a  ∆∆∆∆m2 ~ a few 10-3 eV2

CHOOZ: no ννννµ µ µ µ → ν→ ν→ ν→ νe

oscillations, Θ13<11°

Neutrino oscillations start to be taken seriously as 
explanation of the atmospheric neutrinos anomaly
Opens a campaign for a new generation of long baseline 
experiments to provide a final proof     

Neutrino 98 Conference in Takayama (June 1998)

First results from Super-Kamiokande on atmospheric neutrinos, evidence of a 
zenith angle dependence of ννννµ µ µ µ disappearance, ννννe in agreement with 
expectations

Super-K ννννµµµµ –ννννττττ
oscillation



K2K results in 2004

MINOS (U.S.) results in 2006



The final proof for solar neutrinos:

2001: SNO 1000 tons of heavy water, sensitive to 
neutral current reactions � measure the total 
neutrino flux independently from their flavor
(NC) ν+ d→ν+ p + n 

The total neutrino flux agrees with the SSM !
Electron neutrinos change into other neutrinos

2002: Kamland 
reactor experiment 
1000 ton liquid 
scintillator 
reproduces the 
solar neutrino 
oscillations on 
earth using 
antineutrinos of far 
reactors (on 
average 180 km)
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http://arxiv.org/abs/1006.1623 
Physics Letters B (PLB-D-10-00744)

First OPERA ντ candidate 
(single hadronic prong τ decay)

ννννττττ + N ���� ττττ- + X
ρρρρ- + ννννττττ ππππ−−−− + π+ π+ π+ π0000

γ + γγ + γγ + γγ + γ

Visible tau decay topology 
with kink and two gammas









UNBLIND: δt = TOFc-TOFν=  
(57.8 ± 7.8 (stat.)  -5.9 +8.3 (sys.)) ns

Neutrino data vs protons: after 
delay determination 
(2009-2011) ~15000 neutrinos

(September 2011)

November 2011  (20 neutrinos measured individually) 
δt  =  (62.1 ± 3.7 (stat.)) ns

May 2012  (59 neutrinos 
measured individually) 

December-February 2012
Two unknow sources of 
bias identified



The search 
for θ13:

The off-axis neutrino beam

First hint of electron neutrino appearance signal in 
March 2011 before the earthquake

10 events of electron 
neutrino appearance 
observed with a 
background of 2.7

3.2 sigmas

If the angle θ13 is different than zero at the same L/E of the 
atmospheric neutrino oscillation there should be a subleading 
oscillation between the muonic neutrino and the electron neutrino

The determination θ13 of is fundamental for the next 
steps in neutrino physics (study of CP violation)



2012 the Daya Bay experiment

The value of is just below the CHOOZ limit
Confirmed by other two reactor experiments:
Double-CHOOZ and RENO
A huge boost to future neutrino oscillations physics
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Neutrinos: a window beyond the S.M. ���� G.U.T.

�Why are neutrino masses so small ?

�Why is the mixing matrix so different than the one of the quarks ?

�Which is the mass of the 
lightest state
�Are neutrinos Majorana 
particles ?

�Which is the hierarchy of the 
mass eigenstates ?
�Is there CP violation in the 
neutrino sector ?

What is this very strange 

puzzle suggesting us ?

Fundamental questions related to a deeper description of physics and to the evolution of the universe 

CP violation in the neutrino sector can explain 
the matter/antimatter asymmetry in the 
universe



Several projects are being proposed and discussed for the next steps
An example in Europe submitted to CERN in June 2012 

LBNO:

Beam from CERN to Finland over 2300 km

Profits of the study of underground sites 
performed by the european program LAGUNA

50 kton Liquid Argon detector for the 
determination of neutrino mass hierarchy, 
search for CP violation, search for proton decay 
and for supernova neutrinos



I hope you will find neutrino physics interesting

Thanks for your attention


